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Brightness and CCT Adjustable LED Panel Lights 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 

 Constant power CCT adjustable and dimmable

 Step-less dimming and CCT adjusting

 Bluetooth/RF-2.4G Control System Features

 UL certified LED driver

 Approved from cETLus#5009042,DLC, FCC

 More functions: Scene mode, Timming ON/OFF

 Can be controlled by mobile Apps,contoller,controll panel and scene mod

 High luminous efficiency, 100lm/w, 125lm/w optional;

 PF≥0.90, Power Efficiency > 0.85, CRI > 80;

 Quality aluminum frame, seamless welding, Elegant and durable;

 All Control: All the light that have matched with this remote can be controlled together.

 Adopt imported LCTV MS light guide plate, or adopt imported PS light guide plate;

 Patent double-sided heat dissipation design, low temperature rise rate, resistance to yellowing, long life-span;

Dimension 
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Product Specification 

Size(FT) 2X2 2X4 

Product code CIP-DK-MD603*603-30-TC CIP-DK-MD603*603-40-TC CIP-DK-MD603*1212-50-TC CIP-DK-MD603*1212-65-TC 

Power 

Consumption(W)

30±10% 40±10% 50±10% 65±10% 

Lumen Output(LM) 3750±5% 5000±5% 6250±5% 8125±5% 

Light Efficacy (lm/W) 

Mixed light  
100/125±5% 100/125±5% 100/125±5% 100/125±5% 

CCT Options(XX): TC : 3500k~6000K 

Color Rendering 

Index(CRI)

>80 

UGR<17or UGR<19 Optional 

AC Input Rating(Vac) AC 100～277V 50/60Hz 

PF ≥0.90 
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Bluetooth/RF-2.4G Control System Features 

RF-2.4G Control Systen 

Introduction of Multifunction Remote Controller &Simplified Remote Controller: 

Power:AAA battery*2; Communication Protocol:RF-2.4G; 

Effective Distance:20M(Without Obstacle)Number of controllable lamps:1 controller can contro 99 groups of lamps ,and no limit 

to the number of lamaps in one group.ID of Lamp:ID of lamps could be 1 to 99. 

Multifunction:ON/OFF,Dimming and Color-temp adjusting,timing ON/OFF,2 scenes recall,auti dimming,night light. 

Copy the ID of Remote Controller:Every remote controller has its ID number.One controller can copy and use the ID number of 

another controller to control the same lamp,and recover its initial ID number. 

86 Control Panel:

This is a controller with battery inside, It is suitable to install on the wall or fixed position. 

Digital Driver-Constant power CCT adjustable and dimmable,Step-less CCT Adjustable and Dimming. 

Constant Illumination Senor-This is a sensor that can work with the remote controller to  

control the drivers automatically to keep the illumination constant. 

Constant illumination Seneor (Ambient Light Sensor): 

Power: Rechargeable LI-lon Battery (Endurance time is about 2 years, charging time is 5 - 10 hours); 

Communication Protocol: R F - 2. 4 G; Effective Distance: 20M (without obstacle) 

Number of controllable lamp: 1 group, no limit to the number of lamps in the group within the effective distance.. 

Function: Adjust the lamps that have matched with the sensor automatically according to the ambient illumination. 

Operating mode: Automatically illumination adjusting Mode, Extended function (optional). 
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Bluetooth Control Systen 

Introduction of Bluetooth Control: 

Apps Control:  

There is no need for Internet-specific networking protocols. The mobile App directly controlled and the operation speed is faster. 

The devices communicate synchronously and won’t disconnected. Support light switching, dimming, color grading, group and 

scene intelligent control. 

Apps Software Download 

Android Phone App 

1、Searching“e3bluelight”in 360 mobile phone assistant to download.  

2、Click the link to download: http://openbox.mobilem.360.cn/index/d/sid/3114539  

  Notes: Android App should install on Android 4.4.4 and above. 

iOS iPhone App 

1、Searching “e3bluelight” in Apple App Store to download. 

2、Click the link to download: //  

http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/e3bluelight/id1039337297?mt=8 

  Notes:  iOS App should install on iOS 9.0+ of iPhone 4S, 5, 5S, 6 & 6Plus, 6S & 6SPlus. 

Remote controller 

Specifications: Nine-key remote control with four-button scene key combination. 

Features: Optimal communication channel selection, touch operation, support wet hands operation. Built-in colorful LED light 

source, backlight feedback, easy to control. In the night standby mode, press any key to activate the control mode. Intelligent 

power fixtures that support multiple drive currents. Ultra-low standby power consumption. Long service life of three years. 

Ergonomic perfect curve, super cool feel, no residual fingerprints. 

Smart dimming panel 

Type 86 wall panel, free wiring, maintenance-free, support two installation methods: 86 embedded box and wall mounted. 
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Support light switching, dimming, color grading, group and scene intelligent control. 

Specifications: five-key panel, six-key panel. 

Features: Touch operation, support wet hands operation. Built-in LED light source, backlight feedback, easy to control. In the 

night standby mode, press any key to activate the control mode. Intelligent power fixtures that support multiple drive currents. 

Ultra-low standby power consumption. Long service life of two years. 

Note:Please refer to the Controller User Manual for use. 

Photometric Data&Diagram 

603X603 603X1212 

Luminous Decay Graph 

Data Set 1, 55℃,60mA(Chromaticity Shift) 

MS / PS high-temperature yellowing accelerated test 

MS light guide plate’s yellowing performance is much better than PS. 
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MS / PMMA Water absorption test 

The moisture absorption rate of PMMA is 3.5 times that of MS, making PMMA light guide plate’s shape and size unstable. 

MS compared with PMMA, the main difference lies in material properties. In common, these two kinds of materials are not 

easily yellowing and have high light efficiency. In difference, MS has excellent weather resistance. MS is not sensitive to 

temperature and humidity. It’s physical, chemical and optical properties are extremely stable. MS is widely used in LCD 

displays and high-class panel lights. But PMMA is gradually phased out since it’s easily to absorb water and moisture, easily 

to warp and deformation, obviously to expand with heat and contract with cold. All of these seriously affect the stability of 

 the light efficiency as the temperature changed. The light will die too due to the plate squeezes the LEDs because of heat 

expansion. 

Patent double-sided heat dissipation design 
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Connection Mode 

Please install the input and output wire as shown below. 

RF-2.4G Control Systen 

Bluetooth Control Systen 

Installation Guide 
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Package 

Item N.W. CARTON SIZE (cm) Qty. G.W. 

2X2FT 3.3kg/pc 65x65x26 6pcs/CTN 24.5kg/CTN 

2X4FT 6.8 kg/pc 126x65x18 4pcs/CTN 33.5kg/CTN 

Warning 

 Please use the product within the specified range of voltage.

 Please follow the correct installation steps to install the product, and do not touch when it is working.

 Please turn power off when installing and removing the products to avoid risk of electric shock.

 Please install the panel in the correct sized fixture.

 Do not look directly at LED light source for a long time.

Warranty 

 IMPOW will replace all the failed products due to IMPOW design/production quality during warranty period;

 IMPOW don't have the responsibility to compensate for any incorrect installation or artificial damage;

 IMPOW don't have the responsibility to compensate for damage occurred during the transit.

Application Reference 

 Application for most indoor area for Commercial Lighting, reidential lighting and Industrial lighting, etc.

Warning and caution: 

 Don’t use in completely enclosed fixture and damp area.

 Used as safety or emergency lamps are not recommened.
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